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The moulds are to be fixed in a mould bench in the usual way~ 
with their smaller ends downwards, the  mould bench is placed 
between two uprights, forming a part of themachine. The moulds 
must be securely fixed, as the candles are to be drawn without re- 
moving them. Below the moulds there are spools or balls of yarn, 
formed of wick of the size desiredj one of these is to be drawn 
through each mould, and passed out above it~ the wicks are all 
confined to strips, eaUed nippers, which extend from post to post, 
the whole length of the mould bench. These nippers hold the wicks 
exactly over the centres of the moulds, and stand at a sufficient height 
above the tops of the moulds to allow of tim pouring of the tallow. 
The ends of the nippers rest upon racks whicl~ rise vertically within 
the posts, and after the tallow has been poured and has set, a crank 
is turned, which, operating upon pinions, raises the racks, and draws 
the candles from the moulds. As this is done, the wick is at the same 
time drawn into each mould,ready for a new set of candies. A sufficient 
length of wick is allowed above the moulds to attach other nippers, 
after which the wicks are cut off above these last nippers, the candles 
first drawn removed out of the way~ the racks lowered, and the whole 
operation repeated. 

Some modifications of this apparatus are described~ and a claim is 
made to the machinery in general. 

10, For  an improvement in the Making of Boots and Shoes; 
Caleb A. Ore, city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania~ May 5. 

" W h a t  I claim as my own invention, or discovery, is in the 
Uppers, to wit, in making boots with one seam, and shoes without 
any seam." 

For boots, the leather is to be strained into proper forl~ on a crimp- 
i~g board, so as to require a back seam only. For shoes, the leather 
is to be cut for a whole upper~ a hole being made fiw the instep. 
This leather is then to be wetted, and rubbed, and crimped upon 
last. Slippers; shoes, and Jetthrsons, are to be made in this way. 

11. For an improvement in the Piano Forte dclion; Johr~ 
F, Nunns, city of New York, May 5. 

" T h e  new principle claimed is the action of a lever in front of the 
hammer butt; instead of behind it~ as in the ordinary method of eono 
struction: by this method a single key may be withdrawn, without 
deranging the rest of the action. The hammer is constructed similar 
to the ordinary plan, with" its" shaft attached to. the butt, which. ,,is se- 
cured and moveable by means of a hinge or pivot to the rad. 

The drawing represents the action as applied to the horizontal 
grand or plain instruments, exhibiting the whole nrrangement in 
very perfect manner. 

12. For an improvement in Medicine; Joseph Baker,  Jeffer- 
son, Ross county, Ohio, May 5. 

(See specification.) 
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